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№ 1. Mark the proper answer.
Dogs are animals, ... they are intelligent and loyal.
а) nevertheless
б) because

в) or

г) so

№ 2. Mark the proper answer.
It wasn’t a very exciting hockey match. ... team played well.
а) Neither
б) Both
в) Although

г) Either

№ 3. Mark the correct modal verb.
The rain was so sudden that everybody ... to take taxi.
а) could
б) must

г) have

в) had

№ 4. Mark the appropriate modal verb.
I … leave the party early last night, because I wasn’t very well.
а) may
б) could
в) must

г) had to

№ 5. Mark the only word to make this sentence sensible.
Everybody seemed to be tired now. When can we ... our debate club again?
а) mean
б) continue
в) record

г) ponder

№ 6. Choose the antonym to the underlined word.
She can`t bear to be idle.
а) to be tired
б) to be free

в) to be busy

г) to be lazy

№ 7. Fill in the proper preposition:
I’ve always been terribly fond … you.
а) with
б) at

в) to

г) of

№ 8. Mark what "He" means to say.
She: Lucy will not invite her classmates to her performance. He: Neither will Jack.
а) Jack will not invite his classmates to his performance either.
б) None of them will come to the performance.
в) All of them will invite their classmates to the performance.
г) He will invite Jack to the performance.
№ 9. Mark the correct modal verb.
Don’t you see I’m tired?
− You ... me.
а) can be
б) could be help

в) might have helped

г) might be

№ 10. Choose the correct verb form.
He has … classical music since he was a child.
а) liked
б) liking

в) been liking

г) like

